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Abstract— Wireless network coding suffers the error propaga-
tion issues that may severely degrade the diversity performance.
In this work, we develop two power scaling schemes at the relay
side and two detection schemes at the receiver side, respectively,
to mitigate error propagation in network-coded uplink channel
and thus achieve full diversity. For the soft power scaling based
link adaptive relaying, we develop a virtual channel model and
demonstrate that the relay power should be such to balance
the signal-to-noise ratios of the source-relay channel and relay-
destination channel. As for the hard power scaling based ON-
OFF relaying, we first design a decision rule based on total
pairwise error probability, and then simplifies it to the threshold-
based relaying strategy. At the receiver side, we show that the
weighted minimum distance detection with the weight being
determined by the relative link quality of source-relay channel
and relay-destination channel can achieve full diversity once
the global channel state information is available, otherwise the
maximum likelihood detection that explicitly takes into account
relay decoding error should be employed to achieve full diversity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cooperative communications have gained much attention

recently due to its potential to provide spatial diversity, ex-

tend transmission coverage and save power consumption [1].

However, the conventional repetition coding based relaying

protocols such as decode-and-forward (DF) and amplify-and-

forward (AF) [2] have the shortcomings of low spectral

efficiency. So network coding has been proposed to address

this issue.

Compared to its wired counterpart, wireless network coding

suffers severe random decoding error due to channel fading

[3][4]. In practice, strong error detection/correction meth-

ods like cyclic redundancy check (CRC) could be exploited

to prevent error propagation [5]. But the cost in terms of

lower bandwidth efficiency and larger decoding delay becomes

formidable in many applications. Consequently, mitigating

error propagation through smart design of relaying and de-

tection schemes is gaining more and more focus recently. For

example, it is reported in [6]-[7] that threshold-based ON-

OFF relaying can achieve full diversity order for DF relays.

Instead of hard power scaling, [8] proposes a soft power

scaling protocol based on the relative link quality of source-

relay channel and relay-destination channel. At the receiver

side, cooperative maximum-ratio combining [9] and maximum

likelihood detector [10] are advocated to achieve full diversity.

We note that the above-mentioned methods [6]-[10] are

mainly proposed for the repetition coding based DF relaying

system which only involves a single source-destination pair.

Consequently, these schemes are not directly applicable for a

general multi-user network-coded system, which is potentially

more vulnerable to relay decoding error. In a limited number of

literatures discussing error control in network-coded networks,

[11] and [12] extend the weighted combining technique [9]

and maximum likelihood detection (MLD) [10], respectively.

However, global channel state information (CSI) needs to be

known at the receiver, which greatly increases the signaling

overhead. MLD based on local CSI is investigated in [13],

but the channel fading effects are neglected to simplify the

analysis. Another common weakness of the above work [11]-

[13] is that only the receiver-side technique is considered.

In the cellular systems, the user devices generally have very

limited power and processing capability. Consequently these

complicated strategies may not be applicable in such scenarios.

We also remark that in many literatures focusing on network

coding design (e.g., [5][14]), it is assumed that the decoding

error can be perfectly detected/corrected, which is impractical

in real systems. Indeed, when there does exist relay decoding

error, the diversity performance of the network-coded system

may severely degrade. So investigating efficient schemes to

control error propagation in a multi-user network-coded sys-

tem is an important issue that motivates the current work. To

be specific, we consider the wireless uplink channel where a

single relay node helps the two source nodes send messages

to a single destination by use of the network coding. We

first analyze the pairwise error probability (PEP) for binary

phase-shift keying (BPSK) signal, and show that the dominant

error event occurs when there is only one incorrectly decoded

symbol at the destination. We then develop the soft/hard power

scaling schemes at the relay side, and the weighted minimum

distance detection (MDD) and MLD at the receiver side,

respectively, to achieve full diversity. We perform extensive

simulations to verify our analysis.

Notations: We use abbreviation i.i.d. for independent and

identically distributed, and denote Z ∼ CN (μ, σ2) as a

circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable Z
with i.i.d. real part and imaginary part ∼ N (μ, σ2

2 ). The

probability of an event A and the probability density function

(PDF) of a random variable Z are denoted by Pr(A) and

f(Z), respectively. We define Q (x) = 1√
2π

∫ ∞
x

e−
t2
2 dt as the
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Q-function, and denote g
(
z, σ2

)
= 1

πσ2 e−
|z|2
σ2 as the PDF

of Z ∼ CN (0, σ2). Finally, we say h (x) = O (g (x)) if

lim supx→∞
h(x)
g(x) < ∞.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a wireless uplink channel with two source nodes

sending data to the destination assisted by a single relay node

employing network coding. In the kth phase for k = 1, 2, the

kth source broadcasts its message to the relay and destination.

The received signal can be represented as

ykt = hkt

√
Pxk + nkt = h̄ktxk + nkt (1)

for t ∈ {r, d} and k = 1, 2. Here ykt is the received signal at

node t from source k; nkt ∼ CN (0, N0) is the additive noise;

hkt ∼ CN (0, λkt) is the rayleigh fading channel coefficient

with λkt being the channel gain; P is the transmitted power;

and xk is the source symbol with normalized power, i.e.,

E
(
|xk|2

)
= 1. To simplify the analysis, we assume binary

phase-shift keying (BPSK) signal is used by the two sources,

i.e., xk ∈ Ω = {1,−1}. However, most of our conclusions

can be easily extended to any higher-order modulations. For

notational convenience, we also define the XORed source

symbol as1

x⊕ = x1 ⊕ x2 = −x1x2. (2)

Note that x⊕ ∈ {−1, 1} is also BPSK signal. Besides, we

define h̄kt =
√

Phkt as the equivalent channel, and define

γkt = |hkt|2Γ as the instantaneous channel SNR with Γ = P
N0

being the reference system SNR. It is easy to show that γkt

is an exponential random variable with mean Γkt = λktΓ.

As the source symbols are randomly picked from the

constellation with equal probability, MLD is equivalent to

MDD at the relay node, i.e.,

xr,k = arg min
x̂k∈Ω

∣∣ykr − h̄krx̂k

∣∣2 (3)

for k = 1, 2. Then, the decoded source messages are mixed

through XOR operation, and the re-encoded message is

xr,⊕ = xr,1 ⊕ xr,2 = −xr,1xr,2. (4)

In the third phase, the relay node shall forward the network-

coded message xr,⊕ to the destination, and the received signal

is

yrd = hrd

√
αPxr,⊕ + nrd = h̄rd

√
αxr,⊕ + nrd. (5)

Here nrd ∼ CN (0, N0) is the additive noise, and hrd ∼
CN (0, λrd) is the rayleigh fading channel coefficient with

λrd being the channel gain. Besides, we define h̄rd =
√

Phrd

as the equivalent relay-destination channel, and define γrd =
|hrd|2Γ as the corresponding channel SNR that follows ex-

ponential distribution with mean Γrd = λrdΓ. Without loss

of generality, we assume the additive noises and channel

coefficients of different channels are all independent. Note that

1Note that the conventional XOR operation is performed at bit-level. Here
we omit the bit-to-symbol mapping and use the equivalent symbol-level
XORed output directly.

the power scaling coefficient α in (5) could be adaptive to

channel conditions, as will be clear later.

As there is no error detection/correction code, neither the

relay node nor the destination knows the decoding status of

xr,⊕, i.e., whether xr,⊕ = x⊕ or not. So weighted MDD can

be employed at the destination to jointly decode the two source

symbols based on the observations y1d, y2d and yrd, i.e.,

xd
Δ= (xd,1, xd,2)

= arg min
x̂1,x̂2∈Ω

(
2∑

k=1

∣∣ykd − h̄kdx̂k

∣∣2 + w
∣∣yrd − h̄rd

√
αx̂⊕

∣∣2) ,

(6)

where the combining weight w can be leveraged to account

for the possible relay decoding error, as will be clear later.

Our major contribution of this work is to design some special

power scaling coefficient α and combining weight w such that

the end-to-end error performance achieves full diversity.

We remark that the link adaptive techniques we shall discuss

later depends largely on how much CSI is known at each

node. For local CSI based methods, we assume that the re-

ceiver of each channel knows the corresponding instantaneous

channel coefficient (or equivalently, the instantaneous channel

SNR). Specifically, h̄kr (γ̄kr) are known at the relay node for

k = 1, 2, and/or h̄kd (γkd) and h̄rd (γrd) are known at the

destination for k = 1, 2. For global CSI based methods, we

further assume that the relay node knows h̄rd (γrd) and/or the

destination knows h̄kr (γkr) for k = 1, 2 besides the above

assumptions. As the average channel SNRs are second-order

statistics that stay stationary over a long time, we assume that

they are available to all nodes with trivial feedback overhead.

III. GENERAL ERROR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Before proceeding to discuss the detailed design of relaying

and detection schemes, we first analyze the general end-to-

end error performance. In this work, we are interested in the

diversity order of the error performance, which is defined as

div = − log
Γ→∞

log Pr (xd �= x)
log Γ

, (7)

where x = (x1, x2) is the source symbol vector. Note that

the maximum diversity order is 2 because each source symbol

can reach the receiver through two independent channels, i.e.,

the individual direct link and the common relay branch, as

the network-coded symbol provides side information for both

sources. Unfortunately, the exact error analysis is intractable

due to the complexity in deriving the closed-form decision

regions of (6). Alternatively, we shall investigate the pairwise

error probability (PEP), which is well known as a tight bound

of the real error probability.

Using the law of total probability, we can express PEP as

Pr (x → x̂) = Pr (x → x̂, Φprop, Φon)
+ Pr (x → x̂, Φfree, Φon) + Pr (x → x̂, Φoff ) . (8)

Here Φon and Φoff are the events that the relay node does

forward the message (i.e., α �= 0) and that the relay node stays
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idle (i.e., α = 0), respectively. In the case of α = 0, the weight

w in (6) should be set to 0 too as there is no information sent

from the relay node at all. On the other hand, Φfree is the event

that the relay node obtains the correct network-coded symbol

(i.e., xr,⊕ = x⊕), and Φprop means xr,⊕ �= x⊕ and the relay

decoding error may propagate to the destination. Accordingly,

we have

Pr (Φprop) =
1
2

(
1 −

√
Γ1r

1 + Γ1r

√
Γ2r

1 + Γ2r

)

Γ→∞≈ λ1r + λ2r

4λ1rλ2r
Γ−1, (9)

and Pr (Φfree) = 1 − Pr (Φprop).
After some manipulations, it is also straightforward to

obtain the conditional PEPs as2

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Pr (x → −x |h ) = Q

⎛
⎝√

2
∑

k∈{1,2}
γkd

⎞
⎠ , (10a)

Pr (x → (−x1, x2) |Φoff , h ) = Q
(√

2γ1d

)
, (10b)

Pr (x → (−x1, x2) |Φfree , Φon, h)

= Q

(√
2 (γ1d + αwγrd)√
γ1d + αw2γrd

)
, (10c)

Pr (x → (−x1, x2) |Φprop , Φon, h)

= Q

(√
2 (γ1d − αwγrd)√
γ1d + αw2γrd

)
. (10d)

By using the integral representation of Q-function [1]

Q (x) =
1
π

∫ π/2

0

exp
(
− x2

2sin2θ

)
dθ (11)

and averaging (10a) and (10b) over channel distributions, we

can further obtain⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Pr (x → −x)
Γ→∞≈ 3

16λ1dλ2d
Γ−2, (12a)

Pr (x → (−x1, x2) |Φoff )
Γ→∞≈ 1

4λ1d
Γ−1. (12b)

It is observed that the error event that both of the two source

symbols are flipped at the receiver has the same conditional

probability under any relaying status as shown in (10a), and

the corresponding diversity order is always 2. Therefore, the

dominant error event occurs when only one of the source

symbols is flipped at the receiver, which determines the overall

diversity performance. As the power scaling coefficient α and

the combining weight w may depend on channel conditions

too, we shall derive the unconditional PEPs of (10c) and (10d)

in later sections when discussing the detailed scheme design.

2The symbol h means the probability is conditional on the related channels.
Same convention is used throughout this work.

IV. RELAY-SIDE SCHEMES

In this section, we shall develop two power scaling schemes

at the relay side. For both methods, the combining weight w
in (6) is set to 1, i.e., the regular MDD with equal weights is

employed at the receiver. We demonstrate that full diversity

can be achieved by smartly designing the power scaling

coefficient α according to channel conditions.

A. Link Adaptive Relaying (LAR)

LAR was first proposed in [8] for the repetition-coding

based DF protocol. The idea is to adapt the relay power to the

source-relay-destination channel conditions so as to limit the

interference of relay decoding error. However, LAR cannot be

employed directly in the network-coded system, where there

are multiple source-relay channels instead of a single one as

considered in [8].

To extend the spirit of LAR, we first develop a virtual chan-

nel model for the relay branch. For the real link, the relay node

simply forwards an estimate xr,⊕ of x⊕ to the destination,

which provides side information of source symbols x1 and x2.

As we have seen, the diversity order depends largely on the

reliability of xr,⊕. Suppose now the destination just decodes

x⊕ as xd,⊕ based on the observation yr,d, then the end-to-end

BER Pr (xd,⊕ �= x⊕) is a good measure of the reliability of

this two-hop relay branch. To this end, we first approximate

the conditional error rate at the relay node as

Pr (xr,⊕ �= x⊕|h) = Q
(√

2γ1r

)
+ Q

(√
2γ2r

)
−2Q

(√
2γ1r

)
Q

(√
2γ2r

)
≈ Q

(√
2γsr,min

)
, (13)

where γsr,min = min (γ1r, γ2r) represents the SNR of the

weaker source-relay channel. As γ1r and γ2r are independent

exponential random variables, γsr,min is also an exponential

random variable with mean Γsr,min = λsr,minΓ, where

λsr,min = λ1rλ2r

λ1r+λ2r
. The approximation in (13) is quite

tight when both of γ1r and γ2r and their difference are

reasonably large, as the Q-function Q (x) decays really fast

with x. The above approximation shows that the multiple-

input single-output source-relay channel can be accurately

characterized by a single-input single-output virtual channel

with the channel input being the XORed source message x⊕
and the channel SNR being γsr,min, since the conditional BER

Pr (xr,⊕ �= x⊕|h) over the virtual channel, which happens to

be Q
(√

2γsr,min

)
, is approximately the same as that over the

real channel.

Similarly, the end-to-end BER of the two-hop relay branch

can be approximated as

Pr (xd,⊕ �= x⊕|h) ≈ Q
(√

2γsrd,v

)
, (14)

where γsrd,v = min (γsr,min, αγrd) . Using the same ar-

guments, we can further model this two-hop branch as a

point-to-point virtual channel with the channel input being

x⊕ and the equivalent channel SNR being γsrd,v . Clearly,

when γsr,min ≤ γrd, the source-relay channel becomes the

bottleneck, so increasing α beyond
γsr,min

γrd
makes no sense
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as γsrd,v ≡ γsr,min. On the other hand, if γsr,min ≥ γrd,

then the relay-destination channel becomes the bottleneck and

the relay node should forward the message with full power.

With the above observation, we can design the power scaling

coefficient α as

α =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

min
(

γsr,min

γrd
, 1

)
, global CSI (15a)

min
(

γsr,min

Γrd
, 1

)
, local CSI (15b)

In some sense, the relay node behaves like the system coordi-

nator that is seeking to balance the channel SNRs of the two

hops. Finally, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 1: Both of the global CSI based LAR and local

CSI based LAR can achieve a diversity order of 2.

Proof: See [15].

B. ON-OFF Relaying

Different from soft power scaling in LAR, the relay node

could instead apply hard power scaling (i.e., α ∈ {0, 1}). Such

ON-OFF relaying has been deeply discussed in [6]-[7] for the

repetition-coding based DF system.

As for the network-coded uplink, we propose to turn on the

relay node (i.e., α = 1) when∑
x̂�=x

Pr (x → x̂|Φon, h1r, h2r) ≤
∑
x̂�=x

Pr (x → x̂|Φoff ).

(16)

That is, the relay node always chooses the action that promises

the smaller total PEP based on local CSI. If (16) is false

otherwise, the relay node should stay idle by letting α = 0.

However, there is no closed-form expression of the exact

decision rule, as the average of Q-function over channel

distribution is hard to manipulate. Alternatively, we can use

the high-SNR approximations⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑
x̂�=x

Pr (x → x̂ |Φoff )
Γ→∞≈ λ1d + λ2d

4λ1dλ2d
Γ−1, (17a)

∑
x̂�=x

Pr (x → x̂ |Φprop , Φon)

Γ→∞≈ λrd

λ2d + λrd
+

λrd

λ1d + λrd
, (17b)∑

x̂�=x

Pr (x → x̂ |Φfree , Φon)

Γ→∞≈ λ1d + λ2d + λrd

λ1dλ2dλrd

3
16

Γ−2. (17c)

to simplify (16) as

γsr,min ≥ log λT Γ, (18)

where

λT =
2λ1dλ2dλrd (λ1d + λ2d + 2λrd)

(λ1d + λ2d) (λ1d + λrd) (λ2d + λrd)
(19)

is a constant determined by the second-order statistics. Con-

sequently, the complex decision rule (16) is simplified to the

threshold-based relaying strategy. We observe that the two

source-relay channels have to meet the same SNR threshold, as

the relay decoding error is bounded by the weaker channel as

shown in (13). It is also observed that imposing any threshold

having the form of log (λT,kΓ) on γk for some constant

λT,k > 0 and k = 1, 2 would lead to the same diversity

performance, since log λT,kΓ
Γ→∞≈ log Γ. The special λT given

in (19) can be justified by the following proposition.

Proposition 2: For all the ON-OFF relaying protocols with

Φon = {γkr ≥ log λT,kΓ, k = 1, 2}, where λT,k is any posi-

tive constant, a diversity order of 2 can be achieved. Besides,

λT,1 = λT,2 = λT is optimum in the sense of minimizing the

total end-to-end PEP.

Proof: See [15].

V. RECEIVER-SIDE SCHEMES

Indeed, the error propagation issue could also be addressed

at the receiver side when there is no power scaling at the relay

side. So in this section, we shall develop two smart detection

schemes at the destination that can also recover the diversity

loss. For both methods, we assume that the relay node always

forwards message using full power (i.e., α = 1).

A. Link Adaptive Combining (LAC)

In LAR and ON-OFF relaying, the destination implicitly

assume there is no relay decoding error, thus the combining

weight w is always set to 1. Basically, the combining weight

is a kind of confidence measure that reflects how reliable

the relay link is. When the relay decoding error occurs with

high probability, the destination should adaptively lower the

combining weight to discount the contribution of the relay

branch in (6). We note that similar idea has been adopted in

[9] for the repetition-coding based DF protocol.

Before describing our adaptive design of w, let us first

revisit the virtual source-relay-destination channel. As men-

tioned before, this virtual channel has the BPSK input x⊕
and the channel SNR γsrd,v . As the relay-destination channel

coefficient is hrd, we can approximate the real received signal

yrd in (5) as

ỹrd = h̄rd

√
αx⊕ + ñrd, (20)

where ñrd ∼ CN (0,
|h̄rd|2α

γsrd,v
) is the virtual additive noise, and

the noise power is such that the SNR of this virtual signal is

exactly γsrd,v . With the virtual signal model, the MLD given

the observations y1d, y2d and ỹrd is

xd = arg max
x̂1,x̂2∈Ω

g
(
ỹrd − h̄rd

√
αx̂⊕,

∣∣h̄rd

∣∣2α/
γsrd,v

)
×

∏
k∈{1,2}

g
(
ykd − h̄kdx̂k, N0

)
, (21)

where we exploit the independence of the three received

signals. After some manipulations, we can show that the above

MLD is equivalent to the weighted MDD in (6) by letting

w =
γsrd,v

γrd
= min

(
γsr,min

γrd
, 1

)
. (22)
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Clearly, this adaptive weight is always less than or equal to

1. When γsr,min ≤ γrd, i.e., the bottleneck is the source-

relay channel, the destination should discount the contribution

of the relay branch as the incoming signal is unreliable. On

the other hand if γsr,min > γrd, the relay-destination channel

becomes the bottleneck, then the source-relay channel is given

full credit as the other two source-destination channels. We

remark that the above weight design is based on global CSI.

When γsr,min is unavailable at the destination, we could apply

its average instead, i.e.,

w = min
(

Γsr,min

γrd
, 1

)
. (23)

By comparing global CSI based LAR (15a) and global CSI

based LAC scheme (22), we observe that

αwγrd = γsrd,v = min (γsr,min, γrd)
Δ= γsrd,min. (24)

This factor can be regarded as the aggregate scaling coefficient

imposed on xr,⊕ to account for the relay decoding error. So

the two schemes are actually following the same principle to

address the error propagation issue, and this design goal is

fulfilled either at the relay side (i.e., LAR) or at the receiver

side (i.e., LAC). Due to such relations, one may guess that

both of the global CSI based LAC (22) and local CSI based

LAC (23) can achieve a diversity order of 2 as is the case of

LAR schemes. However, this is not true as we show in the

proposition below.

Proposition 3: For the global CSI based LAC scheme (22),

a diversity order of 2 can be achieved; however, the diversity

order of the local CSI based LAC scheme (23) is only 1.

Proof: See [15].

B. Maximum Likelihood Detection (MLD)

So far, we have assumed that the linear combiner is em-

ployed at the destination; however, full diversity cannot be

achieved when the receiver only knows local CSI. So in this

subsection, we study the diversity performances of MLD,

which is optimum in the sense of minimizing detection errors.

The MLD based on real observations y1d, y2d and yrd can

be expressed as

xd
Δ= arg max

x̂1,x̂2∈Ω
f (yrd| x̂1, x̂2)

×
∏

k∈{1,2}
g

(
ykd − h̄kdx̂k, N0

)
, (25)

where

f (yrd|x1, x2) = g
(
yrd + h̄rdx⊕, N0

)
Pr (Φprop)

+g
(
yrd − h̄rdx⊕, N0

)
Pr (Φfree) , (26)

is the conditional PDF of yrd given the two source symbols

x1 and x2, and (13) and (9) should be plugged in the term

Pr (Φprop) for global CSI based MLD and local CSI based

MLD, respectively. Our main result is summarized below.

Proposition 4: Both of the global CSI based MLD and local

CSI based MLD can achieve a diversity order of 2.

Proof: See [15].
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Fig. 1. Error performances of BPSK signal in a symmetric network.

VI. SIMULATIONS

In this section, we present some simulation results to vali-

date our diversity analysis. Throughout our simulations, we use

the path loss model λ = D−3, where λ is the channel gain and

D is the distance between two terminals. Pair error probability

is used as the performance metric, i.e., the probability that at

least one of the source symbols is decoded incorrectly at the

destination. BPSK signal is used throughout simulations.

Fig. 1 shows the error performances in a symmetric network,

where all the distances are normalized. We observe that local

CSI based LAC only achieves a diversity order of 1 as direct

transmission and simple DF without error control, while all the

other schemes achieve a diversity order of 2. The genie-aided

relaying with perfect error detection is the benchmark for all

the practical schemes, thus having the best error performances.

It can also be seen that the performance of the simplified ON-

OFF relaying (18) is very close to that of the exact decision

rule (16) at all SNRs. Local CSI based LAR is slightly better

than the ON-OFF relaying through soft power scaling. The

performances of the three global CSI based methods are very

close. Comparatively, MLD is the best scheme among all by

explicitly taking into account the relay decoding error, but

the performance is nearly the same as the performance of

LAC, which enjoys lower decoding complexity. By comparing

global CSI based LAR and MLD with their local CSI based

counterparts, about 1.3dB SNR gain is observed at a cost of

higher signalling overhead.

Next we investigate the error performances with different

relay positions. For the network topology, we place the desti-

nation at (0, 0), and locate the two source nodes at (
√

3
2 ,± 1

2 ),
respectively. The relay node shall move along the x-axis from

(0.2, 0) to (2, 0). The error performance is shown in Fig. 2. It

is observed that for all the schemes, the best performance is

attained when the relay node is close to the source nodes,

as the relay decoding error dominates the overall system

performance. In all cases, global CSI based schemes perform

much better than their local CSI based counterparts at a cost
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Fig. 2. Error performances of BPSK signal with Γ = 20dB and different
relay positions.

of higher signalling overhead.

As the relay node only uses a portion of its total power

in the relay-side schemes, we also plot the relay power

consumption ratio in Fig. 3. It is observed that the relay

power consumption of ON-OFF relaying increases with SNR,

while for LAR it is independent of SNR because the relay

power depends only on the relative quality of source-relay

channel and relay-destination channel. For LAR, we observe

that the power consumption is really low when the relay is

close to the destination and the source-relay link is compar-

atively unreliable; as the relay node moves far away from

the destination, the relay node gradually increases its power

until the relay-destination channel becomes the bottleneck. For

ON-OFF relaying and genie-aided relaying, the relay power

consumption maximizes when the relay node is close to the

source, in which case the relay decoding is really reliable

and the chance of forwarding the message is high. Note that

although the relay node always uses full power in the receiver-

side schemes, better performances can be achieved compared

to the relay-side schemes. So there is a basic tradeoff between

error performances and power consumption.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have developed two power scaling schemes

at the relay side and two detection schemes at the receiver

side, respectively, that can mitigate error propagation and thus

achieve full diversity in the wireless network-coded uplink. We

also set up a virtual channel model to facilitate the analysis

of end-to-end error performance. We remark that the error

propagation issue is addressed either at the relay side or at

the receiver side in this work to achieve full diversity. One

interesting issue for possible future consideration is how to

jointly optimize the relaying scheme and detection scheme so

as to further improve the coding gain.
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